
Danish Air Operations in the Arctic
THE GREAT EXPLORATIONS (1932-39)
Flying in the arctic is dramatic and even with today’s technology difficult and costly.
Because of this it was long after the birth of the aeroplane that flying came to Greenland.
The Danish military became involved in Arctic flying in the beginning of the nineteen-
thirties for both political and practical reasons. Before that the equipment of the two Air 
Forces, the Naval and Army, was not suitable for flying in the vast unpopulated areas. 
Then the license built He.8 three-crew floatplanes had been introduced in sufficient 
numbers in the Navy and the Bristol Jaguar-engine had proven sufficiently reliable. The 
Army had at the same time completed, with success, its first aerial mapping of southern 
Jutland. Thus the desire to map both the west-and east coast of Greenland came about, 
this of course was highly desirable as Denmark was challenged by Norway at the 
International Court in Haag at this time over the owner rights of East-Greenland. Denmark 
had to prove it was taking care of this large piece of territory.
A Danish military pilot made in 1928 a first reconnaissance (by boat) of the west coast of 
Greenland to look for possible camps. In 1931 the German arctic flyer Von Grunau made 
an extensive flight around Greenland and without the knowledge of German authorities an 
experienced aviator from the Naval Flying Service was included on the flights. The 
expedition lasted the whole summer and resulted in a detailed report to the Danish 
government. (probably also to the German)
The advantage of the He.8 floatplane was that it could be used in combination with a 
mother ship in virtually every fjord of Greenland and thus was highly mobile and 
independent of the infrastructure of Greenland (which was almost non-existent). By 
installing an extra tank in the mid cockpit its endurance was extended from 4 ½ hours to 6
hours giving a range of about 1.000 km.
Consequently in the summer of 1932 three He.8 floatplanes, called HM.II’s in Danish 
service were stationed in Greenland where they co-operated with two Danish expeditions 
which were engaged in exploration work. Two planes were operating with the North-East 
Greenland Expedition under Dr. Lauge Koch and one with the 7.Thule South-East 
Greenland Expedition under Dr. Knud Rasmussen. The first flight from Greenland waters 
was performed on 1.July 1932 from the Arsuk Fjord near Ivigtut. All three planes did 
extensive photography work from the air in preparing reliable maps of the country and 
several long reconnaissance flight were made over the ice-cap which reaches a height of 
more than 10.000 feet/3.500 meters. British Williamson Eagle cameras were used and 
over 2.000 exposures were made on Ilford film. Following Canadian experience the aircraft 
had been painted bright red in order to render them visible in case of an emergency 
landing and a comprehensive survival package was carried in the compartment for the 
third crew-member. In the North-East Greenland Expedition the work was under the 
severest conditions, mainly flying at a height of 13.000 feet/4.500 meters in temperatures 
down to minus 40C. It was amazing that the three aircraft completed more than 300 hours 
without any trouble at all. 
During the next years until 1938 H.M.II’s were active on Greenland. The duties performed 
were ice-recognition, exploration flights to un-explored areas and last but not least aerial 
photography in collaboration with the Danish Geodetical Institute and the Army Flying 
Troops who provided photographic specialists. In the 7 years approx. 300.000m2 (an area 
equal to Great Britain and Ireland) was covered and in addition in the years 1937-38 
100.000km2 of Iceland was covered. By this time the range of the trusty H.M.II’s had 
reached its limits and in order to cover the far north, Pearyland, a Dornier Wal was 



procured in 1938 arriving on April 25 (interesting enough it was part of the sales 
agreement that the German pilot Mayr should be on all arctic flights) Of great comfort was 
the fact that the aircraft was equipped with a modern “Lorenz” radio-station which could 
reach Copenhagen even when laying on the water in Svalbard. Of less comfort was the 
fact that the flight-mechanic should inspect the engines every two hours, which meant 
opening a hatch in the roof and get out in the free to enter the engine nacelle. With a base 
in Svalbard supported by the mother ship “Gustav Holm” and a H.M.II two long-range 
flights were performed in 1938 over Northern Greenland which was photographed and the 
so-called “Fata Morgana Islands” in the Arctic Sea between Svalbard and Greenland were 
proved to be a Fata Morgana indeed.
The Danish army apart from providing personal also sent an aircraft to Greenland in that 
Tiger Moth S-15 was equipped with pontoons and participated in the North-East 
Greenland Expedition in 1938 mainly providing ice-reconnaissance.
Apart from flying itself the Danish flight detachments on Greenland greeted many 
prominent flyers welcome during their flights between America and Europe among others 
the famous Charles Lindberg who with his wife was investigating direct flight between the 
two continents, the shortest route, the great circle of course passes Greenland.
Danish weather observations during the period also helped understanding the weather 
patters formation over the arctic and were studied in detail by both the Americans and the 
Germans before and under the 2. World War.
By the occupation of Denmark on April 9.1940 this fruitful exploration of the arctic was 
terminated for the next seven years.

The mother ship “Gustav Holm.            Mobile HM.II base on Greenland

The operating environment for the HM.II 

The aircraft were stored at the back of the ships



  
the survival pack         The camera installation   dressed for the cold

the corvette “Ingolf” carrying a HM.II    Tiger Moth S-15 of the army with pontoons

Dornier Wal no.50 “Perssuaq”

1940-47 Greenland air operations.
The outbreak of the 2. World War and the subsequent occupation of Denmark brought an 
end to un-armed aircraft operations to Greenland and the whole arctic.
Already on the day of Germany’s occupation April 9, 1940 United Kingdom and Canada 
were prepared to militarily occupy Greenland and Iceland. But the interference of the 
Danish Ambassador in Washington on the very same day had the effect that Greenland 
was declared an American area of interest on April the 12th (which then came under the 
“Monroe Doctrine”). Of special interest of course was the Cryolite mine at Ivigtut which 
provided the world’s only production of this mineral essential for aluminium production. On 
May 10th the first American Coast Guard cutter departed for Greenland. The day before 
Great Britain had occupied Iceland without informing U.S.A. During whole of May there 
were several encounters with Canadian ships who wanted access to Ivigtut. This 
intensified American determination and in August and September 1940 a thorough 
recognition of all west Greenland fjords was made by the U.S. Coast Guard including a 
detailed survey from the air. It very early became clear that an airfield in southern 
Greenland (on the great circle route between Canada and UK) would be of great use and 
with the increased submarine threat in autumn 1940 things were speeded up. Germany 
reacted with declaring the waters from 3 nautical miles of the Greenland coast as warzone.
Meanwhile in north-eastern Greenland it was reported that the Germans had attempted to 
make a weather station in Flemming Fjord and in March 1941 several German air force 
bombers were seen overflying many parts of Eastern Greenland.



                                                Map of 1932-1938 mapping operations



(this was followed by the opening of a permanent German weather station on Sabine 
Island and subsequent clashes with the Danish Army Sirius patrol ending with the bombing 
of the station and the capture of the German personnel) The area in south Greenland 
where Narssarsuaq Airport today is was surveyed by the Americans in April 1941 and 
already on June 19th a convoy with material for an airfield departed New York. It arrived on 
July 6,1941 and the next day the off-loading started. Already before that the U.S. Navy had 
based Catalina flying boats on the Arsuk Fjord near Ivigtut. Later the PB-6 squadron with 6 
PBY-5A’s were based at Narssarsuaq. Work progressed fast and on January 24, 1942 the 
first aircraft a Grumman J-2F landed on the new runway. From March onwards several AT-
6’ s were based at the Bluie West 1 as the base was named. During 1943 the base 
housed a “Base HQ & and Air base Squadron” with 9 B-25 bombers (used for liaison and 
calibration) and the 1st Arctic Search and Rescue Squadron with 6 B-17 bombers. The 
navy operated 6 PBY-5A’s with Patrol Bomber Squadron-6. About 2000 personnel 
serviced the base. 

(The Americans devised a system of identifying bases and towns on Greenland to make it 
easy for the often in-experienced personnel in finding out of their whereabouts. The main 
building in every town and settlement was painted with a large identifying letter figure code
starting with AA-1 in South-western Greenland. The Western Bases were called “Bluie 
West/B.W.” the east coast “Blui East/B.E.” The airport of today at Kangerlussuaq/Søndre 
Strømfjord was named B.W.8, construction started in October 1941 and was first used 
already on December 7th! The first B.E. base was B.E.2 at Ikateq (abandoned today).

B.W.1 Narssarsuaq, B.W.2 Kipisako, B.W.3 Simiutak (a NDB facility), B.W.4 Maraq Point, B.W.5 
Egedesminde, B.W.6 Thule, B.W.7 Ivigtut/Grønnedal, B.W.8 Søndre Strømfjord. B.E.1 Prins Christiansund 
(important NDB and Loran Station near the southern tip of Greenland), B.E.2 Ikateq, B.E.3 Scoresbysund 
(important weather station), B.E.4 Ella Ø, B.E.5 Eskimonæs.

At the same time the Canadians constructed an Air Base at Goose Bay and it was planned 
to start ferry flying on June 1, 1942. For this the first consignment under the name 
“Operation Bolero” of aircraft was collected at  Presqe Isle in Main, USA consisting of 49 
B-17E’s, 80 P-38F and 52 C-47. On June 26 the first formation of 7 B-17E’s arrived safely 
at B.W.1. On July 15 the first mishap occurred when a whole flight  of 6 P-38F’s ran out of 
fuel and had to land on the icecap (some of these were later in the eighties recovered from 
the ice!). At the end of August 1942 altogether 164 P-38’s, 119 B-17E and 103 C-47 had 
transited B.W.1. By years end 920 aircraft had attempted to fly the route with 882 making 
it. (a loss of 10% had been predicted, but only 4,1%  was suffered better still “only” 9 had 
disappeared). During the winter 1942-43 weather prevented most flights but during spring 
and summer 1943 and 44 between 50-100 aircraft passed the Greenland bases EVERY 
day. The record was 130 aircraft passing B.W.1 on July 4, 1943. It is estimated that up to
10.000 aircraft  passed the three Greenland air bases (B.W.1, B.W.8 and B.E.2) during the 
war and many returned the same way after the end of hostilities.
Already on May 23, 1945 aircraft returning to U.S.A started their arriving, during the day 63 
B-17’s and B-24’s came through B.W.1 with an even larger armada flying direct to Goose 
Bay. Royal Air Force started its Far East deployment by sending 24 Mosquitoes in the first 
week of June and 40 a week later.
In July 1945 the American authorities declared that they wanted to hand over 5 weather 
station to Denmark a contract was signed that initially Denmark took over 3 stations.



A NEW START IN GREENLAND (1947-59)
After the end of the war starting flying in Greenland had the highest priority for the Danish 
state. As soon as possible six Catalina amphibians being the preferred type (several 
Danish personnel who had served on Catalinas in RAF and Norwegian Air Force 
squadrons had taken up their former commissions in the new Navy Flying Service and the 
type could thus be quickly made operational) were bought in USA and Canada , five 
arriving in two batches (as only 3 Danish crews were available) flown in by their Danish 
crews in June 1947 the last a month later. Initially they were formed into the “Catalina-SAR 
Gruppen” later in October the resurrected 1.Luftflotille at Flying boat Station Copenhagen. 
In 1948 the Army bought an ex. Danish Air Lines B-17G, getting serial 672 (one of several 
which had landed in Sweden during the war) in order to start high-altitude photo-mapping 
of Northern Greenland (a job which the Americans had started in 1944). Already in 1947 
two Catalinas served on Greenland,  FM-52 flew almost immediately to B.W.1 where it 
supported the Geodetic expedition on the west coast and FM-55 went to the east coast a 
month later. From then onwards the Catalinas became the maid of all work in Greenland. 
In 1948 from a mooring camp at Zackenberg and the mother ship “Godthåb” on the east 
coast (the northerly most place to which ships could sail in the summer) a veritable air 
bridge with an Air group of 3 Catalinas was established to Pearyland.  Over a distance of 
1000 km 38 tonnes of equipment in 24 flights was ferried to establish a scientific station in 
Brøndlunds fjord including the house itself. The support of this important breakthrough of 
one of the least known places in the Arctic was continued over the next years (actually still 
takes place). In the spring of 1948 an eagle survey camera was installed in Catalina 851 
and thus the photo coverage of Greenland could begin to finish the work started in the 
thirties. 851 spends the summer of 1948 at B.W.1 (the station in the summer of a Catalina 
at B.W.1 from now on becomes the standard) taking oblique photos from 12.000 feet 
supplementing the Army B-17 taking high-altitude vertical photos. Altogether 12.235 
photos are taken. The Greenland summer campaign ends in September, but already in 
October 2 Catalinas are scrambled to participate in the search of a Danish navy cutter 
which disappears. After two years of intensive Catalina operations it was evident that the 
aircraft needed more modern equipment to make its deployment effective and the aircraft 
are equipped with ARS-3 radars, radio altimeter, LORAN receiver and gyrosyn compass.

The first Danish PBY-5A ready in Canada       The PBY-5A

B-17G 672 named  “Store Bjørn”          672 at B.W.6 Thule on the original gravel strip      



PBY-6A with SARAH and APS-42 Radar. The blister camera installation The nose turret on 858

OPERATING THE CATALINA THE NAVIGATOR’S VIEW
In the fifties and sixties flying in the Arctic areas, very often at low level, navigating the
Catalina over the water looking out of the window did not help much, using the normal 
radio-navigational aids connected with flying in airways was not possible – they did not 
exist - and Radar Stations are mostly connected with land or within 200 miles thereof. This 
problem in the sixties had luckily been ALMOST solved during the 2nd World War. The 
Germans had constructed a large radio station at Sola near Stavanger in Norway and the 
British a similar one at Bush mills in Northern Ireland, they are called CONSOL stations 
(they were so important to both parties, that they NEVER considered destroying the other 
part’s station). The Americans on the other hand had laid down a network of special 
navigational stations around the Northern Atlantic (in Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Norway 
and UK) called LORAN. Later Denmark and UK had made a similar but more accurate 
system in the North Sea and around the Shetland Isles called DECCA. The only problem 
with those stations, however, were that when you needed them most, that is during real 
bad weather or at night they did not work properly. In bad weather icing on the aircraft and 
the special antennas prevented reception, not to mention the danger of lightning strikes
into the more than 1 mile long antennas trailing behind the aircraft. During night the 
special layers in the Ionosphere which made those systems work became unreliable or 
ceased to exist making reception difficult or impossible due to a phenomena called  “Sky 
waves“. When Northern light conditions existed in the arctic all reception and transmission 
of radio waves became near impossible.
Sometimes if clear skies existed, which is rare over the Atlantic, the rest of the crew would 
look with awe when the navigator took his Sextant and started to calculate like mad from 
columns of figures extracted from 3 or 4 large volumes of tables. In normal passenger 
aircraft observing the sun or the stars is not so difficult as aircraft then had a small 
Plexiglas bubble on top of the fuselage from where to do this. The Catalina flying boat did 
not have this facility as the front part of the upper fuselage was taken up by a radar 
radome and the mid-part by the pylon carrying the wing. The only place to “shoot the sun 
or the stars“ from was the rear of the aircraft where there were two large Plexiglas blisters. 
Unfortunately those blisters had a total unpredictable refraction which made astronomical 
observations through them impossible. So there was only one way, open the blister during 
flight and then in open air at 120 knots speed at pitch black night observe the star through 
the sextant for one minute lining up the bubble in the sextant with the star. To get a good 
fix you needed to do this with three stars. Normally you would ask the Flight-engineer to 
grasp and hold your legs as no harness or other means of securing yourself existed. Few 
Catalina Navigators liked this procedure! 
Using the Decca and Loran was a piece of cake. The Decca would display three different 
colored figures, red, green and purple and those you copied to a special map, where they 
intersected was your fix. Unfortunately those figures intersect in many sectors on the chart 



so the fact was that you could only find were you were if you already knew where you 
were. Normally you did and then it was no problem. 
The Loran was great fun, you had to line 3 sets of 2 curves up on a cathode ray tube and 
then got some figures which you found on a special chart as curves, where they 
intersected you had your fix. Unfortunately the curves on the cathode ray tube were 
usually a whole train of small and large sinus curves. Which ones to line up was the secret 
of the trade, especially at night. As usual it helped if you already knew where you were so 
you could confirm that with the fix. 
Using the Consol stations made the whole crew active. First the Flight-engineer would reel 
out the trailing antenna to about 1 mile and then the Navigator would delegate the two 
pilots and the radio-operator and himself to count dashes and dots from the two stations. 
You would then compare the result from the two counts of the stations and decide on the 
final result, find the special chart which was divided into zones of so many – or . s and plot 
the result. As with the Decca there were many sectors so you had to be careful. An 
American C-130 at the time was not careful and ended up over Northern Greenland 
instead of Southern Greenland using the system. Fortunately they had fuel enough. The 
usefulness of the Consol was that is was so powerful that when most other systems were 
blocked you could rely on it. Once on a flight north of Greenland it saved my honor (or 
maybe life) as is was the only possible means of fixing our position. At that distance the 
accuracy was probably less than 25 miles – but better than nothing! 
When one of the above aids were not available you were in trouble or life became 
interesting depending on how you look at it.
The triangles of geometry works beautifully so when using the Air plot, that if you cannot 
get a fix you can still know where you are if you know how the wind makes you drift away 
from your heading and you know the speed you are making over the ground, the so-called 
Groundspeed. In the sixties well-equipped aircraft had an instrument called the “Drift 
meter”, it was sticking out under the underside of the aircraft and with the help of a gyro 
and a grid you could measure how much you were drifting away from your course by 
looking at the ground or the waves on the ocean. If you knew your height over the ground 
or water, and we did by using a radio-altimeter, you could time, with a stopwatch, the time 
it took an object under the aircraft to pass between two gridlines and you could relatively 
easy calculate your groundspeed. You now knew two of three sides and angles in a 
triangle and could calculate your wind. Sometimes over the Atlantic, but often over the 
Arctic Sea when radio aids were not useable we would drop below clouds and navigate for 
hours in this way. There was only one requirement, the skills of the navigator!
The last resort, if you could not climb above the clouds to take a celestial observation or 
fly below the clouds for using the drift meter, was to use pressure navigation.
This method was devised by the Americans during the war in order to fly the shortest 
route across the Atlantic regardless of the weather systems or actually using them. If you 
could measure the difference between your real height over the water and the one 
indicated by your pressure altimeter at regular intervals you could calculate, by using an 
awfully long mathematical formula, your drift exactly like with the drift meter. In this way 
you could make sure of staying on track and get to your destination. However, you had no 
indication of groundspeed and JUST had to wait for something to show up in your radar 
ahead of you, just as the Vikings did a thousand years ago. If you had luck you had fuel 
enough. 
The main problem for the Catalina was overweight. During its operations in the war the 
Catalina had a maximum operating weight of 28,000 lbs. The RDAF decided that the 
aircraft needed better equipment to fulfill its operational duties and installed radar, VOR, 
Loran, Decca, IFF and Tacan and topped up with ocean and arctic survival equipment. In 



the 6A type a new APU (a VW engine) was installed and new fuel burning heaters were 
added for wing de-icing. The result was that the maximum weight was increased to 36.000 
lbs. Later it became a requirement to be able to fly IFR in the Arctic (all-weather blind 
flying) and for this the fuel reserves had to be increased. The result was that the aircraft 
was allowed, under certain conditions, to fly at 42.000 lbs. All this with the same engines! 
Needless to say that the aircraft would not keep flying on one engine. To loose an engine 
during flight meant immediate landing. It only happened once and that over Northern 
Greenland. As a miracle a hole in the sea ice appeared in front of the aircraft and a quick 
landing was made. A few minutes later the hole closed and the aircraft was screwed down 
by the ice. The crew saved itself on the ice and was later saved by an American Albatross 
aircraft which landed on the ice. Tales about Catalinas landing on ice are not true, to 
maintain any balance in such a landing would be impossible and lethal to the crew.
Another effect was that to get above 10.000 feet was only possible after many hours of 
flight. As the icecap of Greenland is more than 10.000 feet high it meant careful flight 
planning.
A third problem was special for the Navigator. As mentioned in the beginning he was in 
charge of calculating the weight of the aircraft. If you pick up a geological expedition in a 
fjord in North Greenland with all its equipment how do you estimate the load without using 
scales? Another time we had landed near a supply ship in East Greenland and had to take 
on a load of kerosene drums of 50 liters each. The manifest said a weight of 50 lbs per 
drum and that was used for the calculation. A little later when we took off it was almost 
impossible to get airborne. In the end, after a run on the water of almost 5 minutes and 
over-boosting the engines we made it just before the edge of the sea ice. I then realized
that the weight of the drums were 50 Kg per drum. Our take-off weight had been more 
than 45.000 lbs.
The above mentioned flight was not unusual. During summer time in Greenland the 
Catalina was used to position depots on the eastern and northern coastline of Greenland. 
Those depots were then used by the Danish Sirius sledge patrol during their winter 
patrols. At that time and probably today the Catalina was the only vehicle which could 
perform this job.

Schematic drawing of the crew accommodation in the PBY-5A
The fuselage of the Catalina was divided into six compartments, the nose-, the pilot-, the 
navigation-, the passenger-, the Blister- and the tail compartments each separated by a 
bulkhead with watertight doors. Any passengers and freight carried had to be placed in the 
Navigation, Passenger or Blister compartment the heavy items as far front as possible. 
The Navigation compartment was situated at the centre of gravity of the aircraft and 
therefore most heavy items such as black boxes were installed here. When the aircraft 



had to carry items such as fuel drums, sacks of coal or bales of dried fish they had to be 
manhandled into this compartment. Afterwards the two persons stationed there, the 
Navigator and the Radio-operator would sit on top of the load sometimes having to bow 
their heads under the ceiling. Human passengers would be placed on the benches in the 
passenger compartment, which were slightly more comfortable unless the APU was 
running. The APU was a normal VW car engine running a generator and it was installed 
totally unshielded next to the seats. It made a deafening noise and smelled of petrol and 
oil. It did not impress many passengers! If we were transporting sledge dogs they were 
normally placed in the blister together with their master. They usually got a couple of stone 
hard dried fish and kept quite.
Transporting coal was a history in itself. At the airfield of Mestersvig the supply ship would 
every second year unload a small mountain of coal on the small quay. The whole crew of 
the aircraft then had to fill the required amount of coal into jute sacks which were 
transported down to the gravel field and stored in the Navigation and passenger 
compartment. After landing on the water outside the small hut or near to the depot where 
the coal was needed it was loaded into a small glass fiber dinghy and sailed to shore. 
Here the crew carried the sacks (normally 50) to the depot. Afterwards the dinghy was 
squeezed into the Blister and we returned to the airstrip. It took an awful lot of beer to get 
that coal dust out of the lungs. There was an interesting side effect of transporting coal. 
The Catalina being a military transport aircraft did not have any covering on the inside of 
the metal fuselage, it was bare metal painted green, and the floor consisted of a rubber 
covered metal plank along the length of each compartment. After each mission to 
Greenland the aircraft were completely overhauled and cleaned, but some coal dust would 
always remain in the bottom of the aircraft under the floor planks. You could always see if 
a Catalina had been through medium or severe turbulence afterwards as both the 
Navigator and Radio-operator would be black in their faces of coal dust. Due to the static 
electricity and the sweat the coal particles would cling quite firmly to the skin. A similar 
thing happened when the Catalina flew into clouds with ice in them. In order to prevent ice 
to form on the propellers the blades had canals out of which alcohol would be injected so 
to remove any ice. Any ice thus released would be thrown by the propellers onto the 
fuselage of the aircraft. They hit right at the position where the Navigator and Radio-
operator sat kicking loose small flakes of green paint from the inner of the cabin. These 
flakes also being loaded with static electricity would cling to the skin of your face. So 
turbulence meant a black face, icing a green spotted face and sometimes you got both. 
No wonder that sometimes passengers thought we were weird persons – the fact that our 
flying suit would sometimes smell of dried (rotten) fish didn’t make it easier.

on the seaplane ramp at Grønnedal      Typical “beaching” maneuver by a Catalina



PBY-5A 852 on the water                             858 one of the “black Cats”

Winter and summer operations with the PBY-6A

L-864 and 866

Catalina on the water at Ella Ø on the Greenland east coast the cutter belongs to the Sirius Patrol

typical operating environment on the Greenland east coast. From Mestersvig north 
around the coast it is populated by less than 50 persons

POLITICS and BASES
With the basing of Danish military aircraft in Greenland first at B.W.1 then later at B.W.8 a 
new treaty with USA was necessary and the fact that Denmark joined NATO on October 
10th 1949 helped to set a frame work. In March 1948 Denmark was offered to take over 
the naval base at B.W.4 but it had to decline as no personnel was available instead later 
in 1951 the Naval Command for Greenland was formed at the former U.S. Navy base at 



Grønnedal near Ivigtut. Part of the agreement was also the use of B.W.1 and 8 for civilian 
aircraft connecting Denmark with Greenland. In 1950 Denmark took over B.W.8 and finally 
on April 27, 1951 the treaty “The Agreement related to the Defence of Greenland” was 
signed. B.W.1 was renamed NAB and became a joint force base, Denmark took over 
B.W.8, renamed SAB (but only for a short while as it was given back to USAF later in 1951 
to serve as a staging post for the base at Thule, and later became a joint base) and the 
construction of the large base at Thule B.W.6 as the TAB, started in 1951. In 1952 the 
construction of one of the most northerly airfields in the world, Station Nord, was started to 
be completed in 1953 as an emergency field for USAF strategic aircraft. (this paid of as in 
1957-58 on three occasions RB-47 aircraft landed there to be refuelled after their tanker 
contacts had missed). Further south on the east coast a new gravel field was constructed 
at Mestersvig to support mining in the area. NAB was renovated with more permanent 
structures made in concrete rather than the former wooden barracks. The Danish 
contingent named Air Group West with Catalina PBY-5A’s was supplemented with the 
USAF 51st Air Rescue Squadron with 4 SA.16 Albatrosses and a single ski-equipped SC-
47 and 2 S-51 helicopters. With an American personnel of about 1500 the base between 
1952 and 57 supported the transfer of more than 3.000 jet fighters under “Project 
Highflight” from USA to NATO in Europe, most F-84s and F-86s, but also other types. 
However, gradually the need for the base diminished and in 1956 the Americans started 
negotiation (with no agreement!) for the transfer to sole Danish ownership. On April 1st

1957 the base was transferred to Denmark and in 1958 the Americans finally withdrew. 
After this the base was officially only maintained as a weather station, but with a Danish 
Air Force contingent of Catalinas in the summer season enjoying to be the sole occupant 
of the large hangar.

B.W.1/NAB/Narssarsuaq from the air

U.S. Navy and RDAF Catalinas at NAB     F-84’s at NAB on transit to Europe



OPERATIONS
On 8.February 1951 the 1.Luftflotille (under the Navy)  was renamed Eskadrille 721 with 
the newly organised “Flyvevåbnet” (oddly enough translated internationally to Royal 
Danish Air Force) in daily operations it meant little as the unit flying the aircraft on 
Greenland had been a mixed personnel affair anyway. More important was the delivery of 
two ex. U.S.Navy PBY-5A’s 857 and 858 which carried a wide aspect of modern 
equipment and had an armed nose turret and gun installations in the blister. They were 
also painted dark blue. Soon they reverted to the standard Catalina paint scheme, grey 
with orange upper surfaces and the armament was removed (Denmark has NEVER used 
armed aircraft on its flights in the Arctic). In 1951 the east coast Air Group starts operating 
from Ella Ø with one Catalina in the west two other Catalinas supplements the B-17 from 
NAB. The season however, is a disappointment due to poor weather and only a few 
hundred hours are flown. In 1952 three aircraft, 2 Catalinas and the B-17 are active on 
Greenland and to support the geodetic teams two Bell 47D’s (serials 891 and 892) are 
deployed to the east coast with great success. One of the Catalinas on the west coast  
succeeds in rescuing 5 American crew members after their C-47 had ditched. In contrast 
to the year before 1953 is a great success on Greenland with 3 Catalinas, the B-17 and 2 
Bell 47D’s together logging 811 flying hours. With the termination of the photogrammic 
coverage in 1953 the B-17 is redundant and it is sold to France in January 1955. During 
1955-58 military flights on Greenland are reduced partly because of fewer assignments 
partly because the Catalina PBY-5A’s are largely worn out. In 1957 the hours flown by the 
Catalinas are only 1000 hours against the normal 2.200 hours. These hours, however are 
mostly flown in the support of civil airline operations as Scandinavian Airlines in 1954 start 
to fly the polar route from Europe to USA. Passengers and mail bound for Greenland are 
disembarking at SAB and others fly on charters to NAB. The only possibility to reach the 
coastal communities is by military Catalina until EPA, a Canadian company starts civil 
flying with Catalinas and Otters in 1960. Some spectacular SAR missions though are flown 
on Greenland. Catalina 851 is scrapped in 1953, 856 and 858 in 1955, 852 in 1957 and 
855 in 1958 on the minus side, on the plus side the replacements in the form of the newer 
PBY-6A arrives in 1957 and 58 delivered under the MAP.

(The main exterior difference between the PBY-5A and 6A is that the latter has a taller tailfin and the 
nose turret has been blended over with a streamline nose. The wing leading edge with the de-icing 
rubber boots on the 5A is replaced with a heated wing leading edge on the 6A. The effect of the 
changes are that the 6A is more directional stable in the air – where the 5A kind of cork-screwed
through the air. On the water, however, the 5A had a much better performance. Strangely enough the 
change of the nose did not affect speed- it remained 105 IAS normally 120 TAS.)

The helicopters are replaced with AB-47J’s in 1958 which are transferred to Eskadrille 722
that year.

Bell 47D on a mountain top in East Greenland   Bell 47J’s in a Geodetic camp



map of the photographic coverage in 1947-53



NEW RESPONSIBILITIES (1959-1980)
The disappearance of the Greenland passenger ship “Hans Hedtoft” (Hans Hedtoft was a 
new all season ice reinforced ship on its maiden voyage to Greenland. It was devised as 
being able to operate in all weathers and ice conditions and so safe that it should be 
unsinkable – Titanic no.2?) on January 30, 1959 south of Cape Farewell (the southern tip 
of Greenland) had profound influences in the Danish thinking about infrastructure in 
Greenland. Despite extensive although belated and ineffective searches from the air and 
on the water the ship remain today lost almost without a trace and all 95 onboard were lost
(two live belts have many years later been found in Iceland). A Catalina is sent from 
Denmark to participate in the search, but still on February 6, it had not progressed further 
than Keflavik on Iceland due to the severe weather in the area (hurricane force winds and 
waves up to 15 meters high). The Catalina returns to Denmark on February 25th without 
ever reaching the search area. There is naturally an uproar in Denmark over this lack of 
search capability in Greenland, several working groups are established and the result is 
that from November 1959 on an Air Group of 3 Catalinas is based in West-Greenland at 
NAB all year round with one aircraft detached to East-Greenland in the summer based at 
Mestersvig and Station Nord. At the same time an ice-reconnaissance unit (modeled on 
what had been used at the mine in Mestersvig) with civilian aircraft (and later helicopters)
is established to monitor the iceberg situation around Greenland. The Navy starts building 
a new series of fishery vessels equipped with helicopters (Alouette III’s on floats) for 
service in the Arctic and money is flowing to Greenland to modernize the infrastructure.
The duties of the Air Group West at Narssarsuaq are listed as: 1-Ice reconnaissance (it is 
believed that Hans Hedtoft hit an iceberg), 2-Search- and Rescue duties, 3-Territorial 
surveillance, 4-Fishery Inspection, 5-Air transport duties. The duties of the Air Group East 
are: 1-Ice reconnaissance and piloting of ships through the East-Greenland ice belt, 2-
Search- and Rescue duties, 3-Support and transport for the Army’s Sirius Patrol (based at 
Daneborg and only accessible on the water), 4-Territorial surveillance (especially in the 
north of Greenland), 5-Air transport and mail delivery service.
(One sees that territorial surveillance is high on the priority list – in fact no Danish military 
aircraft in the Greenland waters has ever detected any infringements on land by a foreign 
party until the latest problem with “Hans Island”)
Immediately the 8 PBY-6A’s and 3 PBY-5A’s of Eskadrille 721 are put to hard work. 
Fortunately the West Air Group has the large hangar at NAB/Narssarsuaq available so 
with the transfer of repair facilities and a spare parts depot main service can be made on 
the aircraft (A periodic maintenance is needed every 150 flying hours). The Air Group East 
has to fly to Reykjavik on Iceland or NAB for this work. In order to make the connection 
between Denmark and Greenland more effective and fast Flyvevåbnet ask USAF for help 
and three C-54D 4-engined transports are delivered via MAP, N-706 the first arrives on 
August 27, 1959 and the next two N-242 and 605 in October. The first duties of the new 
C-54’s, however, does not involve Greenland as they are used to support the Danish effort 
in Congo in 1960.
Due to the influx of transport aircraft into Eskadrille 721 (8 C-47’s and 3 C-54’s) and the 
failure of the 6 Pembroke aircraft to serve in the rescue role the Catalina flight with 8 PBY-
6A’s and 3 PBY-5A’s are transferred to the Search and Rescue Eskadrille 722 May 1st, 
1961. This squadron takes over the Catalina Greenland duties with the already trained 
personnel being transferred to the squadron. When Eskadrille 722 is operational on new 
S-61A helicopters the Catalinas are re-transferred back to Eskadrille 721 on February 1st, 
1966. Meanwhile the fleet had been drastically reduced, the first casualty in the Catalina 
fleet was experienced on August 10, 1963 when L-865 crashes into a mountain top in 
Southern Greenland with the loss of everyone onboard. (the cause was probably a 



incomplete map not showing the mountain top). The same year disaster strikes on 
November 24, when L-862 and 864 are lost (together with a civilian DC-4 and some small 
aircraft) when the large hangar at NAB burns to the ground. Even worse was the loss of 
tools and spare parts. In 1964 on May 3rd L-867 is lost when an engine stops and an 
emergency landing has to be performed near Upernavik in Northern Greenland. 
Fortunately a small lake is seen on the else solid covered sea ice and quickly a landing is 
made. Soon after the lake closes and the ice screw down the aircraft. The crew is saved 
by an SA-16 Albatross from USAF.

        Eskadrille 722 Alouette III                              The mail arrives on Greenland

  
Station Nord (81 36’N 16 40’W) Grønnedal Naval Base

                                            Mestersvig summer and spring

The loss of the hangar at NAB means that from now on all maintenance has to be made at 
Værløse Air Base in Denmark meaning that once or twice a month the Catalinas cross the 
Atlantic often in appalling weather and logging 40 hours for the return trip. The result is 
that the Air Group has to be reduced to one aircraft all year with two in the summer. 
Fortunately the C-54’s can support in the transport and surveillance tasks. Despite the lack 
of aircraft and the increasing difficulty in maintaining the four 6A’s and 2 5A’s (the latter 
used for crew training and special duties in Denmark) the Catalina Flight of the 
Flyvevåbnet performs a splendid task in Greenland being active on all coasts in the 
summer inclusive laying depots and flying surveillance flights on even Greenland’s 
northernmost coast. 



Air Group East 1967 the author, the Navigator, is standing third from left 

In the winter the Air Group flies out of SAB after the hangar fire at NAB connecting the 
Danish Naval Base at Grønnedal with SAB and NAB. Often during the severe winter with 
temperatures down to -50C the Catalina is the only aircraft flyable on Greenland due to its 
robust and simple design. This is all performed by an extremely small group of crew 
members of the Catalina flight – each aircraft with a crew of Captain, second-pilot, 
Navigator, Radio-operator, Flight-engineer and a Mechanic. Being serious under-powered 
at full weight conditions (almost always when operating in IFR as alternative bases are 
scarce or non-existent) the Catalina is often forced to fly at low level along the coast 
(minimum flight altitude on the direct track SAB-NAB and across the ice cap is 11.000 feet 
which the Catalina could rarely achieve during the first 2-3 hours). Operating from the 
water is also difficult as the propellers has no reverse as the SA-16, but on the other hand 
the simple undercarriage makes it possible to operate on the water even at sub zero air 
temperature (which the SA-16 could not). Without the dedicated and hard job of the 
mechanics little would have been possible, it is hard to imagine how you work outside in 
minus 40C temperature where no metal can be touched with the bare skin or the hours of 
work with heat blowers to make the aircraft ready for flight. At the end of the sixties it is a 
reality that a replacement for the Catalina has to be found. Soon after the S-61 is 
operational in Eskadrille 722 the idea to use this machine in Greenland in military 
operations (as already done by Greenland Air in the civilian traffic) is tried. From May 15 to 
June 2, 1966 two S-61’s (U-276 and 277) are flown across the Atlantic via Stavanger, 
Faroe Islands and Iceland to first Kulusuk then NAB and along the coast to SAB. After 
crossing the Ice cap they are back at Værløse after 110 hours 55 minutes flying time. They 
are escorted across the Atlantic by a Catalina and to the great amusement of the crew in it 
they are asked to slow down as the S-61 vibrates to much at the cruising speed of the 
Catalina at 120 knots. 

As an example below are the statistics for Air Group East in 1967: Period-11. July to 
10.September 1967. Twenty flying and non-flying personnel in two groups with Catalina 
L-863, 861 and 868 serving successively. Based at Mestersvig and Station Nord. 
During the period 104 passengers, 15325 kg and depot material and 4898 kg of other 
goods is transported during the following missions: 1 Ice reconnaissance, 23 transport 
missions, 10 depot laying missions with 23 depots equipped, 17 mail flights with a total 
of 85 bags, 3 casevac missions, 2 VIP-transport missions. Inserting and bringing back 
from Northern Greenland of the “Lambert Land” expedition. Inserting and bringing back 
of the Geodetic “Cape Stosch” expedition. Total flight time in Greenland 227 hours 20 
minutes.



Eskadrille 721 C-47’s on Greenland, left NAB right at Mestersvig

The two S-61’s on Greenland in 1966

The end of the Catalina era  (engine replacement)  The end of L-857, now on display

The RDAF modified C-54 cargo drop door crusial for the Greenland tasks



As an alternative the C-47 is also tried out even with a ski-undercarriage. At the end of the 
sixties several problems with the maintenance of the PW engines on the Catalina occurs 
and the C-54’s of Eskadrille 721 has to fly an endless stream of spare engines to 
Greenland where they have to be changed in free air under primitive conditions. Already 
then the C-54 is increasingly deployed on both the West-and East coast. In 1968 is flies 
petrol supplies to Station North from Thule after USAF starts to use only jet fuel and in the 
same year all building materials for a new hut is dropped in east Greenland (almost with 
disastrous results as a bundle of timber hits the tail plane). This results in a large 
programme for making the C-54 better suited for Greenland operations including airdrop 
with the installation of a special drop door and a conveyer belt in the cabin. (before this the 
regular door was normally detached before flight and the goods thrown out manually). The 
C-54 crews also train in landing on gravel strips among other places at Peary Land in 
Northern Greenland. 

Then at the end of 1967 PBY-5A L-857 is laid of, its engines used for spares and
unfortunately L-853 crashed during a school water landing on 11.December 1969 where 
the trainee pilot drowns. It is almost a year until operations can be changed so that the    
C-54 in combination with civilian chartered aircraft can take over all Greenland 
responsibilities in the summer of 1970. The last 3 airworthy Catalinas fly their farewell 
formation on November 13, 1970.
From 1970 onwards the Catalina deployment becomes replaced by a single C-54 
stationed at NAB in the summer and SAB in the winter. The landings made in the fjords of 
East Greenland become replaced by airdrops and the chartering of DHC-6 Twin Otters for 
special tasks. On the other hand the C-54 takes over Ice-reconnaissance at NAB which 
had been leased out to civilian companies
.

summer and winter conditions – refueling is the same from 50 gallons drums

FISHERY INSPECTIONS WITH VIP-JETS (1980-today)
It is soon realized, however, that more modern aircraft were needed for the tasks (among 
other things because the C-54 was notorious for its unreliable engines (often characterized
as the largest 3-engined aircraft the air force ever had) another problem was the 
increasing problem in obtaining high-octane fuel for it. In April 1975 the first two of 3       
C-130H’s are received by Eskadrille 721, a third arriving in July (B-678, 679, 680). This 
totally changes Greenland operations, pressure cabin comfort, power to spare, easy air-
drop procedures, almost automatic navigation and a speed increase by another dimension 
(Catalina 120 knots, C-54 180 knots and C-130 300 knots). Now it becomes possible to fly 
to Greenland and back in a single day. The new aircraft comes at the right time as 
Denmark/Greenland declares a 200 miles economic zone and increased surveillance and 
fishery inspection takes place. Quickly it becomes obvious that even the C-130s become 
overworked with the assignments and in 1981-82 Eskadrille 721 gets three brand new 
Gulfstream III’s (F-249, 313, 330) specially equipped for surveillance operations. Now 
transit flights to Greenland can be made at 40.000 feet at 500 knots. Eskadrille 721 



introduces complete new operation modes to this VIP business jet, landing on gravel strips 
in North Greenland, performing low level ocean sweeps (in salt spray) and performing 
airdrops. Also at this time in 1980 the Danish Navy replaces its hard worked, but very 
successful Alouette III helicopters which had been performing a valiant job in the North 
Atlantic based on the special fishery inspection corvettes. The new Lynx Mk.80 helicopters 
bought as replacement brings airborne radar, INS navigation and auto-stabilization to the 
operations, but the difficulty of landing on a rolling ship in typical North Atlantic conditions 
remain the same!
One Gulfstream F-330 unfortunately crashes killing all on board when it breaks up in the 
air due to clear air turbulence during landing at Vagar in the Faroe Islands in 1996 and 
beginning in 1999 the Gulfstreams are replaced by another business jet, the Cl-604 
Challenger. In 2003 the original three C-130H’s were sold to Lockheed and replaced with 
three (later four) C-130J-30 (B-536, 537, 538 and 683)

C-130H at NAB                                                   Here joined by Gulfstream F-330

The Navy Lynx helicopters based on the Fishery Inspection corvettes. The 3 Challengers of Eskadrille 721.

The C-130J-30 replaces the C-130H



THULE AIR BASE
The Danish Air Force NEVER operated an armed aircraft on Greenland or in the Arctic. 
The Danish Navy at its Grønnedal Naval Station had light weapons but its fishery 
inspection vessels carried guns. Any air power necessary on Greenland has since 1940 
been delegated by the Danish state to USA. Over the years the American air bases on 
Greenland have been armed to the teeth. During the 2.WW. B.W.1 (NAB) especially had 
gun and anti-aircraft placements, but it was not until the fifties that Greenland became 
really armed. As a consequence of the American-Danish agreement in 1951 and 
Denmark’s membership of NATO in 1949 USA started on “operation Blue Jay” in the 
summer of 1951. The former gravel strip at B.W.6/Thule was in 104 days built into a large 
modern military air base, supplied by an armada of 63 ships and a work force of 4000 
men. The whole installation was part of the huge DEW-line chain of radar stations build 
across North America and Canada stretching from Alaska to eastern Iceland. In 1952 the 
P-mountain radar and communication installation was built and from 1953 onwards the 
base was defended by 4 anti aircraft batteries and a squadron of F-94 later F-89 fighters. 
By 1955 the base housed a SAR squadron (55.ARS) with 3 SA-16 amphibians, 1 SB-17, 2 
UH-19 and 1 H-21 helicopters. Further in 1958 four missile sites each with 6 ramps of 
Nike-Hercules anti-aircraft missiles were operational having an allocation of 48 nuclear
warheads. A large under ice base (Camp Century) was kept from 1959 to 1967 being 
powered by a nuclear reactor. Initially Thule AB served as a refueling stop for B-47 
bombers and reconnaissance planes overflying the Arctic later as a base for KC-97 and 
KC-135 refuellers (with a detachment at SAB). From 1961 the importance gradually went 
to the huge BMEWS site watching for possible Russian aircraft and missile strikes over the 
Arctic basin. With its 13.000 feet runway the base even catered for the odd B-52 
deployment and at its height in 1965 housed 10.000 men with all modern facilities and 
services (except women) (by comparison the complete Greenland population at this time 
was about 50.000 with Godthåb/Nuuk its largest town with probably less than 5.000 
inhabitants). The base was defended by a squadron of F-102 fighters with a detachment at 
SAB. Since then the base has gradually down sized especially after 1993 when the DEW 
line was closed today it houses a staff of around 800.) Thule Air Base became in the 
headlines in 1968 when a B-52 had an onboard fire and tried emergency landing at Thule. 
The aircraft exploded south of the base and its four onboard hydrogen bombs were 
scattered on the ice covered bay. Only then became it official that Thule AB had been 
used by nuclear armed aircraft and nuclear devices were stored on the base. (something 
every worker at the base and all Danish military staff on Greenland knew)

            Overview of Thule Air Base                                                   B-52H at Thule in 1982



                F-102 fighter on alert          Nuclear tipped Nike-Hercules on ramp at Thule


